Shotgun 7.0

Features and Benefits
Overview
Shotgun is laser-focused on solving collaborative review challenges at studios, and making it easier for
teams of all sizes to upload, share, view, and then keep track of all of their media on a single, intuitive
platform. The latest updates to Shotgun expand review capabilities by introducing editorial cut data to the
review process, enabling teams to view their work at any time in context with the latest cut.

New Features
Import Cut App in RV
A new Import Cut App in RV publishes editorial information to Shotgun from EDL files and automatically generates
cut summaries to share across your team. Cut data acts just like any other information in Shotgun and is easily
accessible to anyone who needs to know about the status of the edit.

Editorial Views in the Global Media App
Easily view and manage sequences of shots based on an editorial cut inside the Global Media App. Get a high level
view of your cuts information with the new Cuts tab, or browse cuts in the project hierarchy view as part of a project’s
structure.

Cut-Based Review in the Browser and RV
A cut is represented as a series of thumbnails in the new Cuts Tray in both the browser and the RV desktop player.
You can quickly switch between full or mini cut mode, browse different versions of the cut, and filter by status or
pipeline step to see your latest work in context of a cut.

The Evolution of Review Tools in Shotgun
Review is integral to the production pipeline, which is why the team behind Shotgun has been focused on making
current and new review tools as integrated and easy-to-use as possible. Shotgun’s review tools help artists and
supervisors iterate faster and keep teams connected across desktops, browsers, and mobile devices. Here are some of
the highlights of how review tools have grown with Shotgun:

Global Media App
The Global Media App provides artists and supervisors with visual ways to quickly and easily get their media onto the
cloud, then search, browse, and review media across all of their projects from one, easy-to-access location in Shotgun.
Whether you are looking at media from the start of a project or incremental media added later on, the Global Media App
makes sure that everyone is on the same page.

Shotgun Review for iPhone
Just because you’re on the go, doesn’t mean review has to wait. The Shotgun Review iPhone app helps keep
projects moving by enabling supervisors to browse project media, review notes, and give visual feedback to artists
regardless of where they are.
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Client Review Site
Shotgun’s Client Review Site puts powerful review tools at your clients’ fingertips. Through a simple, secure
website, clients can review one shot or a playlist of shots, add notes, annotate, and submit approvals. Client
feedback is tracked and recorded in Shotgun to help make sure nothing slips through the cracks.

RV
Every Shotgun subscription now comes with the award-winning RV desktop player. With RV you can easily view
high-res uncompressed frames at real time and compare multiple versions natively from your desktop.
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